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The other day I found a
photo of myself aged 5. I
was wearing my favourite
dress and a big smile – I
was happy. Not long after
this photo was taken my
parents told me that I was
adopted - that I wasn’t
theirs. This was a dividing
line in my life and from
that point on I started to
build walls around myself
and shut people out. I

started to feel insecure and
full of fear for the first
time in my life.
I remember playing
Rounders with the girls at
junior school. My friend’s
team won, and for some
reason I hit her around the
head with a rounders bat.
This was the start of my
serious anger issues. I
never felt like I fitted-in or

We’re Here
and
We’re Free
was part of anything. I just didn’t
know where I came from any more.
I went to my secondary school, and I
Continued on Page 2
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hated it. Being the only
Jewish girl in a school of
1200, I was badly bullied,
but I was so full of fear that
I was too scared to tell my
parents. By the age of 12 I
picked up my first
substance, alcohol, and I
drank to oblivion. Every
time I had a drink I could
not stop until I blacked out.
I stopped going to school
and got a street education
instead. Within a year I
was a street trader in
Oxford Street, sitting on a
milk crate causing an
obstruction of the highway.
The other street traders
became my family and
after work we’d all go off
to the pub, where I would
drink to blackout.
At the age of 14 my
drinking was so out of
control that my parents,
neither of who are
alcoholics or addicts,
sought help. I was taken to
my first 12-step meeting,
but I was too out of it to
remember anything. My
family GP prescribed
Mogadon and Librium to
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calm me down and help
me to sleep, but I
discovered that if I mixed
them with alcohol I would
get really out of my head,
and I thought it was
brilliant. By this time I had
also discovered hash and
weed, and I was very often
found passed-out in the
West End by the Police.
They’d put me in the cells
and call my dad to come
and pick me up, until one
day he simply said: “I
can’t do this anymore”
and I was put into
temporary care. I loved
being in care, because I
could drink and use as
much as I wanted and
nobody could control me.
I kept running away from
home, the Police would
return me and as soon as
they left I would run away
again.
I finally left home at the
age of 15 and moved into a
squat in Brixton, where
my drug use really
escalated, I did anything
and everything, apart for
Heroin. At the age of 17 I
was regularly injecting
barbiturates and at the age

of 18 I discovered
Cocaine. This was the
late 70’s and cocaine was
really expensive, so I
became involved in
organise crime to pay for
my drug use. I used and
abused anyone and
anything that got in my
way in order to get my
drugs. I did great harm
to my family, my
children, friends and
strangers. I didn’t care
who I had to step on or
who got hurt as long as I
got what I wanted. I
didn’t want to be like
this, but I had no choice.
This was the result of my
addictive thinking and
behaviour.
Throughout this time I
also put myself in a lot of
danger and had many
near-death experiences. I
contracted Hepatitis C, I
had several overdoses, I
was run over by a car
while off my head, I was
found unconscious with
a syringe sticking out of
my arm, but none of
these things stopped me
Continued on Page 3
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from using.
At the age of 20 I was
pregnant with my first child.
I thought I was doing the
right thing by not using Class
A drugs during any of my
pregnancies, although I
carried on drinking and
smoking weed. And I always
went back to Class A’s as
soon as each of my children
was born.
In 1988 my dealer, a Brixton
Yardie, said he could no
longer get powder, but had
something he thought I’d like
– Crack. And boy was he
right. I was hooked from the
first pipe and became a daily
Crack user for the next 5
years. Here’s how the
insanity of this terrible
disease of addiction had me
behaving. I had two kids by
now and every day I would
swear on their lives that I’d
stop. I desperately wanted
not to use again, but I simply
couldn’t stop - I didn’t know
how. So I would drive to the
Crack house, pick up, drive
home, smoke it, then drive
back to the Crack house

totally out of my head to pick
up some more. I was a danger
to my kids, to myself and to
the people around me, but I
simply could not stop myself. I
had to have it.
Miraculously I managed to
come off the Crack in 1993 and
stayed off it for a year. Then I
met my next husband, who I
married because he was a
weed dealer. We had two
more kids, then he started to
become very violent and I
became the victim of severe
domestic violence. He started
selling Crack, knowing that I
had a problem. He even
wanted me to test his stash for
him. I refused for a couple of
weeks but my powerlessness
over drugs meant I gave in to
him and soon I became his
best customer – he took all of
my money for the Crack I
used.
I became pregnant again, and
this time I found I could not
stop using Crack. I was also
taking weed, alcohol, sleeping
pills and tablets to calm my
nerves, which were prescribed
as a result of the domestic
violence. My GP advised me to
have a termination because my
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substance taking was
harming my unborn child.
I remember standing in
my toilet, piping Crack
with my baby inside me. I
knew it was harming my
child but I still could not
stop, and so I had the
termination.
My husband’s violence
continued, my two eldest
children left home and I
put my youngest two into
respite care because I felt
unable to protect them.
After a couple of months I
tried to collect my
children from their foster
carer, only to be told by
Social Services that they
had taken out an
emergency protection
order, which meant if I
went anywhere near my
children, I would be
arrested by the Police.
Trapped in a cycle of drug
use and domestic
violence, I had lost
everything. All hope had
gone, and I went of a
massive drug binge.
Continued on Page 4
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Eventually I found myself
on my hands and knees
desperately looking on the
floor for any white spec to
smoke. I had run out
money, I had run out of
credit with my dealer and I
had run out of Crack. In
desperation I looked up and
said aloud: “God, if you’re
up there, please help me”.
I picked up the phone and
called the NHS, who gave
me the number of the
Cocaine Anonymous
helpline. I thank God
somebody was doing their
Step 12 service that day –
they answered my call and
phoned me back. We spoke
for 90 minutes, but I only
remember one thing. He
said: “You don’t have to live
with this pain any more. We
will love you until you learn
to love yourself again”
My last remaining sober
friend took me to a CA
meeting the next day, and
the guy on the phone was
there to greet me. There was
a power there that kept me
coming back. I was still very

ill, and I used to “treat
myself” to some Crack after
the initial meetings, but
something kept on drawing
me back to those rooms. I got
a sponsor and I started
working the 12-Step of
Recovery, even though I was
still using weed and alcohol.
I started fighting to get my
children back, and one day
their guardian said: “Do you
want your kids back, or do
you want to continue
smoking weed?” That was
my first day without any
substances. I attended a
family day unit, stayed clean
and finally got my children
back.
I had been clean and sober
for two years when, in a
short space of time, both my
father and the father of my
second child (the man I
loved) passed away. I was
devastated and relapsed on
weed and booze. And then I
bought the lie about Class
A’s one more time and went
back to Crack. Shortly
afterwards I started
attending CA meetings
again, and stopped using
Crack. I continued to hang
out with Yardies, smoking

weed, drinking alcohol,
and committing crime. I
almost relapsed back onto
Crack one more time, but
the tools of recovery that I
had learned in CA kickedin and I returned to CA
meetings again. I now
realised that all the while I
had been smoking weed
and drinking alcohol I had
been playing Russian
Roulette with my recovery
from Crack, that sooner or
later weed and alcohol
would take me back to the
Crack pipe. And so I
smoked my last spliff, had
my last drink and have
been totally clean and sober
since.
The 12-steps of recovery
gave me the hope, faith and
courage to live a happy and
fulfilled life, but only after I
fully conceded that I was
an alcoholic as well as an
addict, and that I was
powerless over ALL mind
altering substances.
I have learned a very
important lesson: That my
illness, the disease of
addiction, wants me dead.
Continued on Page 6
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Just a Joke

Here’s a Thought

An addict stumbling
home after a two-day
binge comes across a
man with his head
under the bonnet of a
broken-down car.
”What seems to be the
trouble?” asks the
addict
“Piston broke,”
replied the man
“Oh yeah?” says the
addict “Me too!”

The first rule of selfdefence – don’t keep
bad company!
Unless necessary,
keep a distance from
those who would
disrupt.
There’s nothing to
learn from people in
the madness who are
not working a
programme of
recovery.
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Losing my
Addiction
How can I lose something I
do not own
Something that in fact owns
me
The addiction has been the
master
And I have been its servant
I’ve paid to be its slave
In both health and wealth
I have lost friends
I have lost relationships
I even lost the will to live
All because of my addiction
I’m yet to truly find myself
But at last I’m no longer lost
With strength and support
I will break free

If you have any comments or questions related to this publication
please email: hi@cauk.org.uk
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That it affects my mind as
well as my body. That as
soon as I put any drink or
drug inside me, no matter
how small an amount, I
lose the power to stop. I
have no control and I have
no choice. Not knowing
this caused me many a
dangerous relapse and a
lot of pain.
I hope you can
understand that recovery
from addiction is possible
as long as you are
prepared to work for it
and are willing to take the
necessary steps. For me
that meant following the
suggestions of CA
members who had
previously worked the 12steps of recovery,
regularly attending CA
meetings and helping
others where and when I
could.
I have replaced the empty
feeling inside with trust
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and faith, rather than drink
and drugs. Hope has
returned to my life and I
have made some really
good friends in recovery. I
know that if I carry on
following all of the
suggestions of Cocaine
Anonymous one day at a
time, my life will continue
to get better and better.
I used to have a
“convenience store” God,
one I turned to in
emergencies only.
Nowadays I have a loving
and caring God in my life,
one with a plan for me. He
switched a light on in my
head and made me realise I
am here for a purpose – to
carry a message of hope to
the still suffering addict.
And that is why I am
sharing my story today, in
the hope it will encourage
you to seek help from CA
and start your own journey
into the remarkable and
beautiful world of recovery
from drug addiction.

Donec
reflections
interdum

Gratitude is the
language of the
heart.
If I am grateful for
Pellentesque:
what
I have, I
need not walk in
the shadow of
disappointment
and regret
The Mind Plays Tricks.
What I want may not actually be
what I get, though fantasy, pride
and low self-esteem will tell me
otherwise.
I can only have victory over my
addiction when I admit the defeat
of my past life. A failure of selfwill run riot, learnt through
Consectetuer:
personal experience.

Think not of what others can
do for you, but of what you
can do for others!
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Spotting The Differences –
While Staying the Same

My brother came over from
Hong Kong last week – he lives
there and visits once a year.
And as usual all the boys went
out for the traditional curry
night. Before I came into
recovery, this meant meeting at
5.00 (although I’d usually pick
up some coke at around 2.00,
do it all by 4.00 and hang
around the pub on my own
scragging lager until the others
appeared); downing 10 pints;
and ending up slaughtered at
1.00 in the morning swearing
undying love for each-other,
(something we never did
sober). I’d eventually crawl
home around 2.30 - on a
Tuesday! Although I’m in
recovery from my drink and
drug addition, I fully expected
the boys to exhibit the same
dysfunctional behavior. But
they didn’t. Instead we had a
great evening, some real belly
laughs, spoke with each other
(rather than talked at each-

other), they had a couple of beers,
I drank water, and we all went
home at a reasonable time. It was
the best night out for years. I
realised all the previous heavy
drinking bouts were because of
me. What a change.
The next day I was confronted by
the reality that while some things
have changed, some things have
remained the same, and that
underneath it all I still suffer from
the same character defects that
used to drive me to drink and
drugs.
While walking my dog in the park
I got into a “discussion” with
another dog owner about who
should put their dog on a lead –
and my old anger issues reared
their ugly head. Even as I was
suggesting they “put their ‘effin
dog on an ‘effin lead and ‘eff off
our of my ‘effin park” my head
was telling me to stay calm, put
my dog on a lead and walk away.

But my self-righteousness
wasn’t going to allow me to do
the reasonable thing.
Fortunately at this point my
Higher Power intervened. I
turned round to see my dog
trying to shag theirs. “Bollocks”
I thought “I’m going to have to
put him on a lead and walk
away now”. And so I did,
slightly embarrassed by my
dog’s attempts at a homosexual
encounter with a Jack Russell,
but more embarrassed at my
own unreasonable behavior. So
in some respects I haven’t
changed a bit, but my recovery
gives me the ability to see when
I go wrong, to apologies when I
need to, and to let go of anger
pride and self-justification (all of
which would cause me to use).
And if all else fails, I have a
Higher Power (working
mysteriously through the loins
of a randy dog), to save me from
myself.
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Wordsearch
Find the
following words
hidden in the
grid:
Cocaine
Anonymous
Is A Fellowship
Of Men And
Women Who
Share Their
Experience
Strength And
Hope With Each
Other That They
May Solve
Their Common
Problem And
Help Others To
Recover From
Their Addiction
If you would like to
contribute an article
please post to:

CAUK H&I,
PO Box 6258,
Bournemouth, BH1 9DR
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